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OPINING SPEECH ON MIMICIP/CL SECURITIES
Annual Conference of Fxaminers and Assistant Examiners 

Fifth Federal Deposit Insurance District,
Atlanta, Georgia, Wednesday, lime 26

It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to discuss with 
you the general problems of bank investment © in securities with 
special reference to municipals. You will kindly note that I use the 
word ^discuss**, for we mean exactly that. Both Mr. Wayne and myself 
are acutely conscious of the fact that local conditions vary widely, 
and that it is impossible to make generalizations which have anything 
like universal application* We have planned, therefore, a program 
which we hope will bring out the more important problems of this area* 
We have purposely mad© our prepared speeches short, so that there will 
be time to discuss the problems of your district*

Although there is as enormous volume of literature on 
taxation and Government finance, very little has been written on the 
specific subject of municipal obligations as Investments. Mr* Wayne 
and myself are in the midst of working through a vast amount of material 
out of which we hope to develop some principles by which the bank 
supervisory authorities can judge more intelligently the credit quality 
of the large volume of municipal obligations held by banks. Our con
clusions are tentative, Whenever I get time, I rewrite one of the 
chapters in the memorandum, and I have lost track of the number of times 
Mr* Wayne has revised the Uniform Credit File* I am glad that our 
Corporation has decided to use the material in this incomplete state, 

since this will enable us to have the benefit of your experience and
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Incorporate your suggestions in the final revision*

It seems wise at the outset to discuss the general outline 
of the program for the three half days assignfd to the topic of 
municipal securities. In this opening talk I shall confine myself 
to a discussion of a few of the general aspects of the problem of 
bank investment, and at the end will make some suggestions for further 
study. Mr. Wayne will later lead a discussion on the memorandum and 
Dr, Bird’s article, decent Trends in Tax Delinquencies*, Tomorrow 
the discussion will be continued when Mr. Wayne will explain the 
development of the Uniform Credit file and M s  experience with its 
use in South Carolina. You will note that Mr. Wayne is not recommend
ing the us© of anything which he has not tried, and I know about a 
number of schedules he has tried but is not re commending• This part
of the program will be concluded Friday morning, with a discussion of specific cases.

The first problem which comes to mind In connection with the 
classification of securities in bank examinations is what do we mean 
by a Croup 1 classification, or, perhaps the question can best be 
stated otherwise* What doe® a Croup 1 classification not imply?
A Group 1 security is a security which can be expected to ride through 
a considerable amount of trouble, such as a serious depression, without 
default* The financial position and income of the issuer are such that 
it can meet interest and principal requirmeats according to the terns 
of the contract in spite of depression or other financial difficulties. 
Group 2 securities, on the other hand, are ones which are either in
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immediate danger of default, or do not have am adequate margin of 
protection against possible future difficulties* The lack of good 
faith on the part of an issuer casts a shadow which makes a Group 2 
classification necessary* Group 1 securities are not necessarily 
riskless, but they do have a margin of protection ample to carry them 
through all but the most serious financial storms. We do not neces
sarily expect that Group 2 securities will default, but we are not 
convinced that they, have an adequate margin of protection*

We should make it. clear to everyone that a Group X classifi
cation is definitely not a recommendation for purchase. There is 
nothing quite so fallacious or dangerous as the argument sometimes 
made by those with bonds to ©ell, that Bond X is a safe investment 
and a good buy because bank examiners put it in Group 1, X have 
never heard anyone in the banfc supervisory agencies even intimate 
that all bonds classified in Group 1 were safe investments, and I 
am sure we all know of bonds how being classified m  Group 1 which 
we personally would not think of purchasing.

A given bond may not be in danger of default, and quite 
properly classified a© Group 1, yet may be unsuited for inclusion 
in the portfolio of a particular bank. A decision upon the wisdom 
of any bank purchasing & security can be made only in the light of an 
analysis of the security in question and the condition of the bank.
In analyzing the securities account one should never lose sight of
the condition of the bank as a whole. It must be made clear to all 
that the bank supervisory authorities are not giving advice on the
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purchase individual ascuriit©s«*-although they have marked out 
certain area» &* being too risky for bank iAvestauNtis.

for some time past the topic of investments for banks has 
been attracting a large amount of popular attention. Ao would 
naturally be expected whan a subject ae technical m  this become» 
one of current Interest, the printed material contain» such a 
mixture of sense and nonsense that great care must be exercised 
in accepting the so-called principles. In the first New York 
Bond School, for instance, come excellent suggestions for the 
analysis of individual securities were given along with advice 
on "trading up" and "switching".

Our Corporation has taken a definite position against %h® policy of

la our official publications we have stated that we believe banks 
should purchase sound securities with the expectation of holding 
them to maturity* The most important consideration in determining' 
the suitability of a security for bank investment is quality and 
we have defined a bond of high quality one issued by a maker 
with sound financial resources &nd sufficient and stable Income to 
meet its obligations according to the tense of the contract.

Much current discussion la predicated upon the assumption that an
individual bank can obtain funds in the market ween needed* It Is 

of. course one
possibls/for irt&Bftk to obtain em h  by the sal® of securities when
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tbs market© are not operating under pressure, but ibis is rather 

pointless since tfe® basica ordinarily do not wish to ms# the markets
m  « sours# of nitide except in times of flassolai difficulties. In 
suoli periods_____

UrtlrblWfc the hanking ayetesi as & whole simply cannot
concerted

obtain additional funds by the sal© of bonds* Anyjnttaaspfe to sell
________ ___ results»1 i s W & $ffùaicities in such periods Mttxrl$ÖE in disaster

times of panic
for tbs sy*rt»iis ms & whole, Xu s^SK^^hSRRSmi nothing is liquid except 

insofar Ss sons gov^rameni agency, suso as tfce Federal Use#rye or
tbs Becometraction Finance Corporation is «Illing to tak© it over, 
end in t s m i sense* nay tiling, which these agencies will accept is 
liquid*

One ©i tne functions of tbs Federal Stpoeit Insurance 
Corporation is to give confidence e&g. stability to the h m k lag 

system which will in turn add stsbility -to the entire economic

order* If we ere to perforo this imports»* function* w© must re* 
»sis Cain when others becone hysterical* In panic periods sll 
aorta of rumors eireul&te, sous of which probably sootsin a grain 
of truth* but you can be reasonably certain that anything dose 
in periods when fear sad emotion ere high is wrong sad under no 
cirouftstaaces should the sale of securities be encouraged*

ViiXy is not to deny that as individuai bank should keep 
a pert of it© portfolio in high grade marketable securities* Buch 
a policy will enable the bank to readjust its position more easily 

in ordinary tl»as*~tbat is* iäWIWpqikea other holders are not
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attempting to make the same type of shift. We must always remember 
that a hank e«*n only make satisfactory sale® when others in the market 
wish to acquire these bonds* We do sot feel that it is necessary for 
a bank to confine its purchases to marketable issues. The amount of 
such readily shiftable issues a bank needs depends upon the condition 
of the entire bank, that is upon such iterne as the amount of idle cash, 
character of the locus, sad type of deposits. Since yon all know more 
about the analysis of these factors then I do, I shall not discuss 
them further.

Banks should be encouraged to acquire sound assets** that 
is, assets on which cash will be received according to the terms of 
the contract. If banks restrict their holdings to such assets it will 
not be difficult for the Government agencies charged with the responsi* 
bility of maintaining the liquidity of the banking system to bail out 
the unfortunate ones in time of trouble without loss, or with at 
least a minimum of loss.

Bonds are not as different from notes as we ere sometimes
led to believe. A bond, like a note, should be acquired for income.
In each case care should be taken to ascertain that the maker is in a
position to meet its obligations. There are, however, two important
differences between bonds and notes; first, since securities have
longer maturities, it is necessary when analyzing a bond to give more
consideration to the long-term prospects of the issuer; secondly, the
presence of market quotations which indicate the day to day fluctuations

has led to considerable confusion. There are three sets of factors which 
at times influence the market price of bonds;
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(1) Estimates of risk of loss of principal and
interest; /

the
(2) Ths lor«! of interest rotes anji/^mtioipation

+ Ti fit es a
Of ranges in tM m U M M  rotes;

(3) Other money market factors such && manipulation, 
technical position of the js&rket, and hysteria«

In an actual case these factors may tend to neutralise each other
or they m y  operate together in a manner which exaggerates
fluctuations of market price* To be sure, a decline in the
usarfcet price of a bond may be a warning signal that the credit
risk has changed for the worse, but it may simply reflect a
technical change in the market« Changes la the credit risk of 

the
bonds held in * portfolio of a bank should be reflected in its
balance sheet, but there is no reason for the Inclusion of changes due to 

fluctuationsmarket gdfcpqi which are due to technical factors* Everything 
considered, it is highly undesirable for bankers and b&ak examiners 
to become market conscious#

We have heard a gr at deal lately about the necessity 
of a written investment plan« To some this appears to be an end 
in itself# The preparation of a sound investment program is 
obviously a good thing, but the writing down of an unsound one 
only makes somewhat more certain that the management will make 
the mistakes contemplated in the plan* The problem fro® our point 
of view then is not to ascertain that the bank has a written plan,
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but to ascertain that Its program, whether written or not, is 
sound* Some of the written plans which are passed around lav as 
models are positively vicious in that they provide, sometimes 
explicitly, hut more often implicitly, for •trading up* and 
"switching*.

In view of the fact that we are going to spend threw 
half-days discussing evidences of weakness in municipal bonds, 
it seems wise to preface our remakrs with some generalization 
about the high quality of municipal bonds as a class. Their 
record over the past half century has been excellent« Defaults 
have been relatively few and recoveries in quite a number of 
cases, such as North Carolina, have been excellent. Everything 
considered, it is doubtless fortunate that many banks have con
fined their purchases of bonds, other than U* 8* Governments, to 
municipals because their record as a class is considerably better 
than the run of corporates acquired by banks*

Furthermore, it should be clearly understood that we havetime
no particular apprehension at the presenj^about the future of 
municipals* Municipal debt has remained relatively stable in 
the last decade, and it is a pleasure to note that many municipal 
officials are giving careful consideration to the important problems 
of finance*

Since the general situation is so good, some questions 

may be asked as to why we should be giving so much consideration
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to municipal bonds at this time. In tbs first plaee, while 
municipal defaults hare rex resented a very small percentage of 
total outstanding municipal debt, in absolute numbers they have 
been considerable and in individual case* the losses have been 
substantialj while in certain classes of bonds, such as irrigation, 
drainage and special assessments, the percentage of defaults has 
been extremely large* A concentration in one of these issues 
would result in pay off* Also the municipal governments are 
being affected by the profound economic changes which are occurring 
throughout the whole world* Borne situations are changing; for the 
better, while the outlook for some cities is definitely less good 
than it was* In other words, municipal bonds should not under 
any circumstances be purchased without a credit analysis. When 
one thinks about the matter, it seems incredible that a banker 
otherwise regarded as prudent would risk substantial sms by 
purchasing large blocks of municipal bonds about which he knows 
nothing*

Moreover, the proper time to consider the credit quality 
of a class of assets is when conditions on the whole are satis
factory so that adjustments when desirable can be made without 
upsetting the entire market* Incidentally, an important by
product of our consideration of municipal bonds will doubtless 
be an improved market for the obligations of some of the less 
well-known but soundly financed municipalities.
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Oae of the most seii one fallacies in regard to municipal 
obligationa is that bigness adds strength. It has been argued that 
it Is safe to purchase the obligations of a large unit on the theory 
that a vague "someone" will support the market in times of diffi
culty* This is simply not good credit analysis* Any large bask 
which purchases sizeable blocks of bonds on this basis is assuming 
the risk of having to do the supporting, A number of the large cities 
have large debts, and there is considerable evidence to support 
the contention that they are declining economically* ®v©n where 
the metropolitan area as a whole is holding its own, there is 
often a decline within the city proper* This, combined with the 
relief problems and the political mismanagement, has resulted in 
financial weakness*

It is true that the obligations of large units are more 
marketable ordinarily than those of small units, but we regard 
safety as more important than marketability* In on© respect ob
ligations of large units have an advantage* We would ordinarily 
expect to find more diversification in the economy of a large unit 
than of a small one, although even here there are exceptions* On
the other hand, the financial condition of mailer units tend 

__
to be sounder, O0«®»e-th© financial management of some
small towns is terrible*

The recent study by the Illinois Tax Commission indicates 

that the financial condition of the great bulk of small units in
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that state is rather good, la most instances hmxku will find their 
best investment opportunities in these snail but sound situations, 
Bankers, bee&use of their special knowledge of local situations, can 
often pick up obligations of well-managed towns or villages on a 
favorable yield basis. This is not to iaply, however, that a non- 
centration in local municipals should be condoned.

Market price is apt to be particularly misleading as an 
indicator of the quality of municipal bonds. In the first place, 
municipal bonds have a preferred demand because of their exemption 
fro® tfce Federal surtax* Henee, many large well-known indues, sell 
on a yield basis below Government bonds of comparable maturities.
Since banks are not subject to a surtax, it is poor business for 
them to pay any substantial premium for this feature. In the m m.. ..ft. -

of small municipalities aarfcey ■■ view may be misleading as in Indl* 
oator of credit quality for quite a different re son, In these 
caees there era not enough bonds outstanding to make a continuous market 
You ell probably have encountered instances when you obtained quo» 
tatlone on the identical issue os the same day from several different 
sources which were several points apart. Yfcia is to be expected in 
a thin market; in feet, any other result would call for an explanation, 
We are especially suspicious of the credit quality of small issues 
which have a high market turnover.

The more we study municipal boade, the more convinced w# 
become of the soundness of the general position that credit is a
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matter of judgment and cannot be subjected to rules« Times change, 
and conditions and traditions vary so much from state to state, and 
even within the same state, that rules and standards when applied 
indiscriminately run into absurdities* However, some marker® ere 
needed. While we do not wish to develop anything approaching rules, 
we do feel that conferences, such as this, at which we discuss the 
various factors influencing credit quality are very useful* It is 
possible, and in general, desirable, to work out some rough standards 
which will have local, if not general, application. The danger in 
such standards is that they will be used generally, and we will be
come less alert in watching for unusual factors which may be important 
in given cases.

The analysing of the obligation® of a large number of 
diverse municipalities is a M g  job, but bank examiners have a 
knowledge of conditions in the area served by the bank under exam
ination which is of great assistance, I am convinced with the ex
perience gained in the general field of credit analysis and the 
knowledge of local conditions, that the bask supervisory authorities 
are in a position to do a better job of evaluating municipal obli
gations than has ever been done before,

Although this talk is devoted almost entirely to a dis
cussion of general aspects, I do wish to raise one specific problem 
for further discussion tomorrow or Triday, In Mississippi you face
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on© of th© sott difficult problems of overleaping lebt '»biob I 
bÄTe ever encountered. fou have ell of the districts you would 
ordinarily expect, euch ©a counties, sobools mid towns, ©&a the 
counties are dialled up Into fir© road districts or beats, a 
considerable ßMö-,? of utiat here bonds out abending* This is 
further complicated by © considerable amber of drainage districts, 
I think w© should discuss ways «ad means of getting the information 
sost readily on this subject, Bulletin Mo# 22 of the Mississippi 
Bt&t© f«x Com&tseion Serrio© giro© ©one of the information which 
w© *iehf but it is going to be aecessary to supplement it consider* 
ably before we em. properly ansdys© the bonds of these units.

Blue© you may wish to do additional study on some of 
the aspects of this subject, I shall outline briefly some reading 
»at«rial before turning the meeting, over to Mr* Heyne»

Br* 0, 0* hardy* a book entitled, "Eisk and Riak-B-ariag* 
Is © worthwhile text which covers among other thing» the broad 
subject of risk end investments* The handling of the problem of 
risk m  it relates to the analysis of securities hm  direct 
application to the subject at head,

Arthur Stoa« Bowing*a "financial Policy of Corporation©* 
which wm® first published in th® early 20*s is the outsiaadiag book 
in the field of corporate finance* The thing that I particularly
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Ilk© ¿bout tfei# book is the fa at that al though it ha# been revi&ed 
from time to time, the con«erratic# point of view of the first edition 
ha» stood the test of time. The hook ie long asá the organisation 
1» not the beat from our point of view, but it doe# provide invalu* 
able background material for the study of investments*

Another excellent book on corporate bond# a# investments 
is "Security AnaXyeia* fey Benjamin Orsha® and firrii X»* Dodd* The 
handling of the principles of investment is particularly well 
cone, and I cannot urge you too atrongly to rend at least these 
early chapters* *h© discussion# of the reasons why small investor# 
end Institutions should purchase only high-grade bonds are excellent*
We do, however, take exception to the Inter rotation in one Im
portant ro#;oct* They place a great deal of emphasis on the im
portance of marketability of investment, and the desirability of 
a stable market price* In our judgment smrketefeility is not necessary 
for the entire investment portfolio, and a decline in market price 
is nothing to become a. armed about, provided the risk of default 
is not large* On# of the purpose# in adopting the uniform evaluation 
procedure of 193® was to minimize the influence of market price on 
the investment policy of banks*

The Committee on local ttoverasient Activities m ú  Bevonue# 
of fli# Municipal finance Officer# Association in January« 1939, 
published m  interesting pamphlet entitled "The Support of local
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OoveiwRimt Activities*# Tkg# in m  «xeeii«at statement of the 
problem confronting loc&X government, *¿1 though it too should be 
read critically, la spots it sec&a to be almost special pleading 
for local governments#

The only book on muncipal bonds «blob o?a be recommended 
is A, M, Hill bouse9 s book, "Municipal Bonds« A Century of Experience", 
On the whole, it is a very useful study* The approach, however, is 
historical and statistical, rather than analytical and the book is 
not easy reading,

•Local T>ebt Administration* by Carl Ghat tor p m$ A, It,
Bilikouse look» at many of these dpt problems from a¿Sightly 
different angle, la this book they discuss the principles of 
municipal finance from the standpoint of the city itself* Since 
a program which strengthens the finances of a city also rtrengtfceaa 
it® credit, w© c£% to good adventage study their suggestlone for 
the improvement of the finance« of a city.

As m s  iasHcated earlier, there- is very little literature 
on tk© subject of municipal bonds as investments, but a tremendous 
amount on the general subject of public finance. There is no end 
to the reading which can be done on aspect« of this subject, and 
you may wish to read some of the books and articles mentioned in 
the rather lengthy bibliography which has been passed out*
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